
CSR strategy paper for the Albanian textile & footwear sector 

10 things you can start with today!  

In the CSR roadmap Albania many opportunities for sustainable business development are listed and 

explained, both for the Dutch and Albanian texti le & footwear industry.  

To summarize the next steps for the Albanian texti le & footwear industry, the following actions are 

defined which can be started today:  

1. Organise a strategic positioning session with frontrunning companies  

 
Start thinking about re-positioning yourself as company, but also as sector. The Albanian garment 

and footwear industry produces medium up to high quality clothes and shoes for a competitive 

price. But the overall position is vulnerable on the longer term because of strong dependency on the 

Italian market and the strong focus on Cut Make Trim (CMT) production only.  

Set an ambition for the long term. How does the sector looks like in 2025? What makes Albania 

different from Bulgaria or Bangladesh? What are the unique selling points by then to attract buyers?  

What means ‘Made in Albania’ by then? And who do we need for that?  

Involve other frontrunning companies and start a strategic coalition. Try to attract (governmental) 

funds for this and start to innovate towards your joint ambition. Look for (cross sectoral) 

partnerships on realising and innovations.  

2. Do market research and identify innovative trends to focus on  

 
Albania is a small country with limited capacity for high volumes of ready made garments. Leave 

that to the giant production countries as Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and China.  

Better concentrate on new textile and footwear trends in the Netherlands and other EU countries 

where you can make the difference. For example customization, new technologies in printing, 

cooperation with young Dutch designers, new fabrics, design for recycling, on demand production, 

usage of IT in textile and footwear production, like mobile, digital and social media etc. Make 

strategic business decisions based on innovations people need (or innovations, products and 

services) improving people’s life.  

Involve Dutch partners in your research & development like CBI, quality brands, designer collectives 

etc. Visit fairs in the EU to get inspiration and to find Western partners to collaborate and co-create 

with. Start with small and medium sized brands who share the same philosophy as yours.  

3. Brand yourself to the Dutch market as safe place for sustainable and ethical sourcing 
 

Compared to other countries and industries, the Albanian garment and footwear sector copes less 

with social and environmental issues. It makes it even more attractive when you are compliant with 

the mainstream guidelines and sector initiatives like OECD Guidelines, Fear Wear Foundation and 

BSCI.  

Nowadays for fashion brands in the Netherlands, but also in other EU countries, CSR standards, 

transparency and traceability become increasingly important as they are forced by their 

governments and stakeholders. Factories (in Albania) who can unburden these Western brands by 

offering sound working conditions and clean production will have a competitive advantage in next 

future.  

 

http://albania.nlembassy.org/appendices/csr-roadmap.html
http://mneguidelines.oecd.org/
http://www.fairwear.org/
http://www.bsci-intl.org/


See sustainability not as a burden but as an interesting opportunity in seeking to explore new 

markets, produce innovative products, increase efficiency, establish long-term relationships with 

buyers and, possibly, increase margins. 

4. Use your Unique Selling Points in branding ‘Made in Albania’  

 

In the CSR roadmap Albania’s, the following USP’s were identified interesting for the Dutch market: 

 Alternative to the Far East as safe sourcing country with low risk on social and environmental 
issues; 

 Short lead times with an average of 3-4 weeks; 

 Quick delivery to EU markets starting at small orders and rapid backorders (reduced overstock); 

 Competitive production costs in the mid range and high end segments ; 

 Skilled workforce and long experience with quality production; 

 Eagerness and ambition to innovate and invest in clean technology, training and machinery. 
 

5. Integrate more steps in your supply chain 
 

The Albanian textile and footwear industry is too much dependent on Cut Make Trim (CMT) 

production only, which means limited added value in the whole supply chain. Especially in the 

footwear industry there is a strong need to diversify the production chain and to add for example 

the production of crust leather. Almost all leather and fabrics are now imported.  

Add environmental friendly tanning of hides to the Albanian supply chain. Add top design and start 

to create own fashion brands and private labels. Invest in design academies and cooperate with 

leading design institutes and designer collectives in The Netherlands. Develop a ‘Made in Albania’ 

signature which is equal to affordable high quality, fair and clean produced.  

Move up the value chain towards full cycle production, with higher profits and wage levels, more 

corporate social responsibility and less market risks and dependency on Italian buyers.  

6. Start with small innovative pilots  

 

Take off with small pi lots and improve and stretch later. Some directions:  

 Start to design and to brand a limited collection of your own brand. Possibly with the support of 
a designer; 

 Set up an experiment with a small Dutch brand on customized quality collections, co-created 

with customers and fast delivered; 

 Create a collection out of overstock, for example from leather left-overs and cutting waste.  

 
7. Invest in training 

 

Tune design academies and sector needs, especially in the field of creative and technical design. 

Match up with DUTCH fashion academies and academic research departments for sustainable 

textiles and leather processing. Involve local stakeholders in education and innovation.  

Invest in knowledge transfer on sustainable inclusive business to your employees and show them the 

benefits and rationale of it. Let new employees be trained by the ‘old’ employees and let the young 

ones train the older employees on e.g. social media and other generation-related issues.  

8. Be the best in sustainability  
 

On top of the previous actions you can accelerate your social and environmental performance.  

Some examples: 



 Involve employees in formulating solutions to problems; 

 Think of a rewarding system that demands innovative thinking, not simple work harder;  

 Have a healthy green environment, like plants and fresh air;  

 Serve a healthy lunch, promote a healthy lifestyle with walking to work; 

 Be inclusive and recruit also people with a disability suitable for the job; 

 Select suppliers on social and environmental performance (part of value chain responsibility);  

 Be efficient on transport issues. Try and use as much ‘green’ transport as possible;  

 Be sustainable on packaging: environmental friendly, re-usable and waste-conscious;  

 Buy goods and materials as much as possible from local suppliers ; 

 Use video-conferencing with Dutch partners, organise virtual meetings as much as you can; 

 Re-cycle (cutting) waste, overstock and products. Try to become a zero waste company; 

 Measure your energy use and make this visible. It will give insight in sav ing energy costs;  

 Choose TL5 or LED lights, switch to solar or wind energy;  

 Choose a ‘clever’ building with isolation, natural water heating, daylight, natural fresh air, etc. 

 
9. Show your results and put Albania positively on the map  

 
Albania struggles with a negative image created in the past. Nowadays Albania is a young and 

dynamic country full of opportunities. But it needs time and effort to change the old perception of 

potential partners in The Netherlands. 

Show your social and environmental efforts to the Dutch market, not only on company level but also 

on sector level. Use also (social) media networks in The Netherlands. Focus on real results and the 

potential benefits for your (international) customers and partners. 

Most effective is that others than you deliver this message, preferable a Dutch partner. Important is 

that all messages must be credible, transparent and non judgmental. Be clear on your status quo 

and your ambition and be honest about the challenges you meet and what is not reached yet. 

Nobody expects from you a 100% good performance. 

10. Invest in a joint green apparel agent to support export and collaboration  

 

It is important that Dutch buyers and partners can find you. They want to be supported by a 

bilateral trust agent thriving towards a more sustainable garment and footwea r industry in Albania. 

By creating a production pool and bundling supply chain management such Agency can bridge the 

gap between demand and supply and unburden potential international buyers and partners on their 

compliance, logistics and sourcing time.  

A first attempt is a contact point operated by Ethics Group BV and Albanian partners, supported by 

CSR Netherlands and Dutch government: greenapparelagency@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

mailto:greenapparelagency@gmail.com

